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Abstract:  
Quench is a common phenomenon in a superconducting cavity and often limits the 
accelerating gradient of the cavity. Accurate location of the quench site can be located by second 
sound detection. For multi-cell superconducting cavity, one defect may cause the cell with defect 
quenches and then the whole cavity quenches. Now we proposed a new method to eliminate the 
bad influence of the quench cell to the whole cavity. 
 
1. Introduction 
Quench is a common phenomenon in a superconducting cavity and often limits the 
accelerating gradient of the cavity. Quench also typically limits the maximum achievable surface 
magnetic field to a value less than the thermodynamic critical field (~200 mT [1, 2]). Accurate 
location of the quench site can be located by second sound detection [3-6]. Actually, the maximum 
accelerating gradient of the superconducting cavity is limited by the quench cell. The reason is 
that the field in each cell is tuned to the same. People used different method to eliminate quench in 
the cavity. And the cavity accelerating gradient can be improved after the quench cell field 
increased. In this paper, we proposed a new method to improve the accelerating gradient by just 
adjusting the field in each cell. 
 
2. The New Method 
For cavity with cell number n and same cell length, the accelerating gradient Eacc for the 
whole cavity is 
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Here, Eacc,i is the accelerating gradient for each cell. 
Usually we tune the field flatness to >97% in the cavity. That makes the cavity accelerating 
gradient limited by the worse cell. However, other cell may reach much higher field. We can 
improve the accelerating gradient by making each cell reach its maximum field. This is the 
opposite direction of field flatness tuning. The result is that the cell field is not flat. 
For the situation in figure 1, the left end cell is the quench cell and the accelerating gradient 
can only reach 20 MV/m, the accelerating gradient of other cells can reach 30MV/m. For the usual 
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field flatness tuning (red line), this cavity can only reach 20MV/m. If we tune the cavity field 
flatness to the shape of the green line in figure 1, the whole cavity accelerating gradient can be 
improved to about 28MV/m. 
 
FIG. 1. Cavity maximum cell field and field tuning method. 
Figure 1 shows the simplest situation. There is only one cell field lower than others and the 
other cells have the same maximum field. The real situation is more complicated. However, we 
can use this tuning method to all the other situations. That is tuning the field level lower in the 
worst cell and keeping the field level equal for other cells. The proportional of the tuning field 
level should be the same as the maximum field in the worse cell and the lowest field of other cells. 
Figure 2 shows the tuning method for other situations.  
The ideal tuning is that all the fields in each cell are tuned to the maximum of the cell. 
However, this is very complicated. We can apply the upper method to improve the accelerating 
gradient of the cavity. 
 
 
FIG. 2. Cavity maximum cell field and field tuning method. 
This method can be easily applied to cavities with different cell numbers. The accelerating 
gradient of ILC cavity should be larger than 31.5MV/m. It is a challenging objective. The cavity 
has nine cells and each cell should be reaching 31.5MV/m. However, by using this method, the 
gradient of the cavity with one or two bad cell can be improved. From the practice experience of 
tuning the ILC cavity IHEP02 in IHEP, it is easy to tune the field shape with one lower and the 
others same. 
 
3. Tuning Procedure 
The cavity should be tuned flat first and measured in the vertical test. We can get the 
accelerating gradient and find the bad cell if quench happens. Then the maximum field in each cell 
needs to be measured. The maximum field of each cell of the cavity can be measured in the 
vertical test by passband mode test of TM010 [7, 8]. After the first vertical test, the cavity field 
flatness should be tuned as the bad cell lower and other cells the same. After that, we can do the 
second vertical test and measure the accelerating gradient improvement. 
The field flatness will slightly change when the cavity was put in the cryomodule [9]. 
However, it will not decrease the performance of the tuned cavity too much. This method can 
significantly improve the accelerating gradient of the cavity with very low field cell. 
4. Conclusion 
The accelerating gradient is the key parameter of superconducting cavity. In most 
applications such as ILC, the accelerating gradient is much higher much better. However, the 
accelerating gradient is often limited by quench. People usually improve the gradient by post 
processing such as BCP, EP, HPR, etc.. We proposed a new method by just tuning the field 
flatness shape and it will significantly improve the accelerating gradient for the cavity with one or 
two bad cells. 
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